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Suzuki Injection Adjuster

NEW
PRODUCT

Fuel injection adjuster tool for Suzuki motorcycles

The SIA is a dealer tool which helps workshops to do quick, simple
and efficient injection adjustment without installing a fuel controller
module or doing a non-reversible modification to the ECM. It can be
used to change the stock fueling map of the ECM to compensate for
aftermarket exhaust, air filter, etc. It’s also very useful for workshops
to reduce the CO level of the motorcycle to pass the vehicle test and
comply with regulations.

Plug ‘n Go design
Just plug it to the expansion port under
the seat of the bike and you’re ready to
adjust the fueling.

Amazing compatibility
Compatible with most Suzuki EFI
motorcycles from 1997 to 2014.
The adjustment takes only a minute.

www.healtech-electronics.com / SIA

Advanced tech
With the dedicated dials and switches,
you can adjust the desired working range
of the engine easily.
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OBD Tool
Professional diagnostic tool

Our OBD Tool can do almost everything that a
full-on factory tool can yet it is easier to use
and costs only a fraction of the factory option.
You may even open your own repair shop with
the help of the mighty OBD Tool!

Tough stuff
Rugged design, filled with epoxy resin.
100% weatherproof. Supplied in a hard
plastic case.

OBD-H01

for Honda
motorcycles
and outboard
engines

Awesome tech
Sensor values are shown in real time.
Test functions included. Records
measurements automatically.

OBD-K01

for Kawasaki
motorcycles,
ATVs and
Jet-skis

OBD-S01

for Suzuki
motorcycles
and ATVs

Ultimate support
Software updates are offered FREE of
charge for the lifetime of this product.
Updates are automatic.

www.healtech-electronics.com / OBD
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FI Cleaner Tool
Plug ‘n Go ECU error code wiper tool

Fast and cost effective FI error code wiper for Euro4 emission class motorcycles just plug it in and get the job done effortlessly!

Available for Aprilia, Benelli, BMW, Ducati, Honda, Kawasaki, KTM, MV Agusta,
Suzuki, Triumph, Yamaha motorcycles.

Lightning fast

When every minute counts

Just plug the FIC Tool into the diagnostic
connector of the motorcycle, turn the
ignition key ON and see the result on the
bicolor status LED.

It is much quicker and more convenient to
use the FIC Tool for clearing errors than
using an OBD Tool. Faster turnaround and
lower costs for workshops.

www.healtech-electronics.com / FIC

Cost effective option
Being motorcycle brand specific, each
FIC model is compatible with many bike
models/years within a brand.
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DCT Dyno Tool

NEW
PRODUCT

Dyno mode activator for Honda DCT motorcycles

Activate dyno mode on DCT equipped Honda motorcycles with ease.
Just plug this little tool to the diagnostic connector of the bike and it
activates the dyno mode in a few seconds. Faster turnaround and lower
costs for workshops!

Quick and simple

Saves cost

Just plug the DCT Tool into the diagnostic
connector, turn the ignition key ON and
wait a few seconds – that’s it.

It is much quicker and more convenient to
use the DCT Tool for activating the dyno
mode than using a factory diagnostic
tool.

www.healtech-electronics.com / DCT

Advanced tech
The DCT Dyno Tool is compatible with
all Honda models equipped with a Dual
Clutch Transmission.
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Maintenance Mate
Service light reset tool for Triumph motorcycles

Recent Triumph motorcycles have a ‘service interval
indicator’ on the dashboard which requires an OBD
tool to set during the regular maintenance. The tool
is bulky and takes valuable time to use. With our new
standalone Maintenance Mate, you can now set the
interval to the desired value in just seconds.

Awesome tech

Tough stuff

Set the next interval with the touch pads
with ease! Works both with Km/h and
MPH meters.

Rugged design, filled with epoxy resin.
Oil and water resistant (IP68).

www.healtech-electronics.com / MM

Size champ
The unit itself is hardly larger than the
OEM diagnostic connector it connects to.
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RapidLaser
Professional frame and chassis check-up tool

The Rapid Laser is a cost effective,
affordable frame and chassis check-up
tool for workshops, race teams, used
bike dealers and breakers. Determine
misalignments and reveal hidden frame
damages in a fast and precise manner.

Headstock check capability
Bent/twisted headstock check within
0.125° tolerance.

“THE HEALTECH RAPIDLASER IS A GREAT
TOOL AND SO EASY TO USE.”
JACK VALENTINE | TEAM MANAGER | JG SPEEDFIT KAWASAKI

Rear wheel alignment check
Rear wheel alignment check within 0.2°
tolerance.

www.healtech-electronics.com / RL

Swingarm and fork check capability
Bent/twisted swingarm/fork check
within 0.25° tolerance.
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eSYNC Tool

NEW
PRODUCT

Professional digital throttle body sync tool with Windows PC software

The eSYNC is much more than a basic sync tool. It comes with a PC application
which displays precise readings including the lowest, average and highest
vacuum for each cylinder. Also shows the RPM and the pressure values on
graph. The measurement can be recorded and played back later. By using
these features, not only the throttle bodies can be synced with ease, but a
technician can determine valve clearance issues, intake faults and the overall
engine condition. Reports can be printed.

Wide compatibility range
Measure and sync up to 4 cylinders at
the same time. Can be used even on
single cylinder machines!

Awesome tech
Simple, precise yet easy to use no
matter whether you run a professional
workshop or you are a DIY user.

PC connectivity
Connects via USB to your Windows
computer. Change options with a few
clicks.

www.healtech-electronics.com / EST
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 Product availability

 Product showcase

We have distributors (sole importers) in 51 countries. With any sales
inquiries (placing an order, price and availability, nearest dealer,
becoming a dealer, etc) please contact the distributor in your country.
We do not ship to countries where we have distributors in. If your
country is not listed, please order directly from our Online Shop.

Check out the whole product line-up on our webpage. You can find
additional information, pictures, videos, user manuals for each and
every product we offer.

www.healtech-electronics.com / wheretobuy

www.healtech-electronics.com / products

 Get in touch!

